IESP Summer Seminar Series
Tuesdays, June 17 – August 5, 4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Payne Room (4th Floor), Pless Hall, 82 Washington Square East

June 17, 2014
Sarah Cordes (IESP/Wagner): The Spillovers of Charter Schools on Neighborhood Public School Students: Evidence from NYC.
Simon McDonnell and Colin Chellman (CUNY): Academic Impacts of Hurricane Sandy

June 24, 2014
Michah Rothbart (IESP/Wagner): Tax and Sales Effects of Restaurant Grades
Emilyn Ruble Whitesell (IESP/Wagner): Do You See What I See? The Impact of School Accountability on Stakeholder Consensus in New York City

July 1, 2014
Judith Samuels (SP3 Innovations) and Jennifer Pringle (Advocates for Children): Homeless Children and Education: Policy and Challenges
Dona Anderson (Institute for Children, Poverty, and Homelessness): A Tale of Two Students – the Housed and the Homeless

July 8, 2014
Joydeep Roy (Independent Budget Office): Can Changing Academic Standards Affect Educational Outcomes? Evidence from a Policy Experiment in India
Amy Ellen Schwartz, Leanna Stiefel and Sarah Cordes (IESP/Wagner): The Effect of Residential Mobility on Student Performance

July 15, 2014
Vanessa Coca (Steinhardt): The Role of Undermatch in New York City and Implications for College Success
Amy Ellen Schwartz, Michele Leardo and Siddhartha Aneja (IESP): Estimating the Impact of NYC's Water Jets on Childhood Obesity

July 22, 2014
Meryle Weinstein, Michele Leardo and Melissa Pflugh Prescott (IESP): The Impact of School Food Policies on Childhood Obesity: Case Studies
Natasha Wilson (IESP/Wagner): Could Decision Aids Help Engage Parents of Students with Disabilities?

July 29, 2014
Augustina Laurito (IESP/Wagner): Public Violence, Public Schools: The Impact of Neighborhood Violence on Student Performance
Christine Baker-Smith (Steinhardt): Student Discipline and Student Engagement - Suspension Careers and Their Relationship to Academic Outcomes in High School

August 5, 2014
Rajashri Chakrabarti (Federal Reserve Bank): The Impact of Accountability Threats Under No Child Left Behind: The Role of Stigma versus Sanctions
Meryle Weinstein and Michele Leardo (IESP): CTE Summer Scholars

All are welcome!

Presentation slides will be posted on our website following each seminar.
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/iesp/seminars